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Edi tori al
THE DULWICH COLLECTION

The greatest opportunity ever offered by the Leeds Art Gallery for a
prolonged study of an important collection of old masters has been taking
place during the last five years. The misfortune to the Dulwich Gallery turned
out to be the good fortune of Leeds when the temporarily homeless collection
was entrusted to our care.
The custodianship of fifty-three masterpieces has been our privilege since

1947 and others have been added at subsequent intervals. With the latest
addition of thirty-two pictures we now have in our midst the major portion of
this great collection of international importance.
But the day of its inevitable departure draws nearer for soon the rightful

home of these great paintings will be ready to receive them, and the walls of
our gallery will no longer glow with the brilliance of Veronese and Van Dyck,
the rich brushwork of Rembrandt, the thoughtful characterization of Cosimo,
and the atmospheric grandeur of Cuyp and Pynacker. These, together with
works by many other great masters, will leave the city for ever only to be
seen again by making special pilgrimage to Dulwich.
When, all too soon, we say a final goodbye, the Leeds Gallery will revert to

artistic poverty compared with its present splendour. In order that the people
of Leeds and Yorkshire may enjoy this feast to the full, all the main galleries
have been devoted to a complete display.
Opportunities for the study of such masters are rare outside London, and

students, connoisseurs and those who find inspiration and enjoyment in great
works of art would be well advised to take advantage of the period which
remains to us.
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TIMBER WAGON ON A WOODLAND ROAD
Chalk 12@' 164'-"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

I HOMAS GAINSBOROUGH ( 1 722—88)



The Agnes Lupton Bequest

WATERCOLOURS AND DRAWINGS

E. I. MUSGRAVE

The bequest of the late Miss Agnes Lupton is among the more important
acquisitions made throughout the history of the Art Gallery. Leeds has indeed
been fortunate in its most generous benefactors because in the main they have
been collectors ofwide experience and keen discrimination. This is particularly
true of people like the late Sydney D. Kitson, Arthur Hollings, Charles
Roberts, H. M. Hepworth, A. J. Sanders, Sir Michael Sadler and Frank
Fulford, to mention only a few who have entrusted their treasures, which in
some cases represented almost a lifetime of collecting, to the city.

Miss Lupton, together with her brother, brought together a collection which
was widely known to connoisseurs and collectors. Their main joint interest
was in English watercolours and drawings, though they shared the same passion
for beautiful objects of all kinds and periods. Fine furniture, ceramics, silver,
glass and needlework came within their orbit, but it is primarily on their
choice examples of English watercolours that their reputation as collectors is
established.
About three hundred examples are now added by this bequest including

many outstanding specimens. It is not possible to refer to more than a few
of them, or in any order of their importance either as individual specimens
or in terms of our existing collection. For purely chronological reasons one
might first mention the three drawings by Francis Place (1647—1728) which
now join company with our one solitary, and not too characteristic specimen.
The importance of this rare Yorkshire artist in the story of the development of
the art of topography in England is based on his association with Wenzel
Hollar, the Bohemian, who introduced the fashion to this country. Place and
his Leeds friend, Lodge, worked with Hollar and were greatly influenced by
his style, making drawings in almost the same manner. A large drawing of
A Bridge in Bedfordshire illustrates this similarity. Though Place, who was an
amateur, lacks technical competence his best drawings such as this one and
a delightful Uieto of Xork have a charm all their own. This latter drawing
compares very closely with an etching by him which is reproduced in an article
by H. M. Hake in the Walpole Society journal, Vol. X, No. 17.
Though Place and his associates are not as a rule classified in the English

watercolour school, they are referred to as the forerunners of the movement
which started with the Sandbys about the middle of'he eighteenth century.
Paul Sandby (1725—1809) often referred to as the father of the English
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ON THE SCHWARZE LUTSCHINE JOHN ROBERT COzENS (1752—97l
14'atercoloor 14+'" x 21"
AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

watercolour school, is represented here by one small but very charming
watercolour, A Chaise and Pair on the,5paniards Road, which is a most welcome
addition to the six examples already in the collection.
The impetus which Paul Sandby and his brother Thomas gave to the

development of the fashion for topographical watercolours led to the develop-
ment of that great school of artists who used the medium of the tinted drawing
to provide us with a wonderful pictorial record of the everyday scheme of the
period. Rarely did they achieve great artistic merit, but their supreme skill,
directness and accuracy has rarely been surpassed. Of this group of draughts-
men many are well represented such as Michael "Angelo" Rooker (1748-1801)
with a monochrome drawing of 5t. john's College, Oxford; Edward Dayes
(1763 1804) An Eel Weir, Great Marlow; Anthony Devis (1729—1817) Bradgate
Park; Thomas Hearne (1744—1817) Bexley Priory, Eent; and many others not
so well remembered who have left fascinating and accurate records of our
buildings and beauty spots at that time.
There are two excellent drawings by Joseph Farington (1747—1821) who is

better remembered for his famous diaries than for his pictures. He studied
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TEWKESBURY ABBEY JOSEPH FARINGTON (1747—1821l
Pen and monotone 13s" x 19$"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

landscape under Richard Wilson but never escaped from a light, meticulous
style which is particularly suited to architectural and purely topographical
drawings as can be seen in the unfinished pencil drawing of Teutkesbury Abbey,
and the monochrome %orth Uieut of Linton and Linmouth.
Among the draughtsmen who travelled abroad to make pictorial records for

wealthy patrons are John "Warwick" Smith (1749—1831) who was taken
to Italy by the Earl of Warwick (Greek Theatre, Taormina); S. H. Grimm
(1734—1794), a Swiss who was patronized by Sir R. Kaye (Continental Castle)
and a number of others.

Among these might be mentioned John Robert Cozens (1752—1799) who is
recognized as one of the outstanding masters. Cozens travelled to Switzerland
with William Beckford as his patron and later to Italy with Payne Knight. It
was here that he found sympathetic subjects for the development of his purely
poetic art. Cozens was not a colourist, and he never resorted to the lightness
of drawing which characterized the topographers. The Gitara on the Gulf of
Salerno is an excellent example of his sensitive handling of delicate tones in
grey-green and blue-grey washes. He was largely influenced by the French
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Italianizers Claude and Poussin, and he gave to the humble medium of water-
colour a new significance using it as a form of poetic expression, and thereby
bringing English watercolour into line with the main traditions of European
landscape. The two other examples of his work in the Canton of Unterwalden
and On the Schwartze Lutschine, make ours a particularly rich collection with
four superb examples already, for one of which Miss Lupton shared in the
presentation together with her brother.
Two other artists who bring an Italian flavour in the collection are Robert

Adam (1728—1792) Hilly Landscape with River, Bridge and Castles, and Charles
Louis Clerisseau who travelled abroad together and although rarely mentioned
in this connection were both worthy contributors to the English watercolour
school. Both these artists are new to our collection.
A superb chalk drawing with touches of colour by Thomas Gainsborough

(1727—1788) also adds to the richness of our collection in which there are
three other specimens. This drawing was made during the time the artist was
living in Bath and belongs to a series of drawings of similar subjects out of
which may have grown the idea for the paintings of The Harvest Waggon, and
later The Market Cart. This drawing of A 7imber Waggon in a Woodland Road
illustrates the essential difference between Gainsborough's style and that of his
contemporaries. His approach to nature was more closely allied to that of the
artists of the Low Countries and the influence of painters like Ruisdael and
Wynants is apparent in many such sketches as this. He introduced a much
more direct observation of nature which revitalized English landscape.
The English watercolour school reached its highest achievements in the

work of Girtin, Turner and Cotman. These three outstanding artists are all
well represented in this collection. There is one watercolour of Ilkley by
Thomas Girtin (1775—1802) which, apart from being a most lovely example of
his work, has the additional local interest. The short-lived Girtin has been
described as the central figure of the watercolour school, a title which will not
be denied him when we remember his profound influence not only on other
watercolourists but also on painters like Constable and Turner with whom our
native landscape painting reached international recognition. Girtin was in the
north of England in 1796 and was more greatly inspired in Yorkshire than
elsewhere. His paintings of Harewood, Guisborough, Hawes, Rievaulx,
Kirkstall and the Wharfe valley are among his greatest achievements. The
Richmond Castle has long been a treasured possession of the Gallery. A second
of this Yorkshire series, Bolton Abbey, was bought this year. Now this nobly-
designed and rich-toned watercolour adds lustre to this impressive group.
J. M. W. Turner (1775—1851) also had a very close connection with the

county through the patronage of Walter Fawkes of Farnley, but though we
have eight of his watercolours he is not adequately represented. The two
which now come to us from the Lupton collection show the artist in entirely
different moods. The Woodland Scene with Figures has something of the style of
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ILKLEY FROM THE RIVER WHARFE THGMAs GtRTtN (1775—1802)
Watercolour 12" x 20LS"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

his early topographical period though it is a brilliant interpretation of light
and atmosphere. The Durham Castle of 1801 is a glowing composition of yellows
and pale browns treated with the broadness and freedom which was to
characterize his later paintings.
The third of the great triumvirate of the school, John Sell Cotman(1782 —1842)

is already so generously represented in Leeds that the collection here must
rank second in importance only to that in his native Norwich. Although he
was a great admirer of the works of Girtin, Cotman developed a style which
was quite personal and gave us some of the most delightful productions in
English art. Although it may appear invidious to make a personal choice from
such a great variety of lovely drawings, one cannot resist the temptation to call
special attention to the exquisite watercolour of Brignall Banks on the Greta
which in quality will compare with any of the masterpieces in the collection.
It comes to us with the original pencil drawing from the sketchbook. Of the
six other examples the Entrance to Costessy Park, Xortttich and St. Botolphs Abbey,
Colchester are perhaps the most important.
The name of Dr. Thomas Monro (1759—1833) is an important one in the

history of the school because of the patronage which he gave to Girtin, Turner
and many other contemporary watercolourists. He was primarily a collector
who had been responsible for the care ofJ. R. Cozens during the last years of
the artist's life. His house became a meeting place for artists and his collection
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BOWDER STONE, BORROWDALE PETER
Watereolour 8—'," x 13"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

4

served as a source of study for them. Himself an amateur artist Monro was
no mean performer. He had studied under Laporte and adopted a manner of
drawing, mostly in chalk, which was closer to the manner of Gainsborough
than that of the young artists who frequented his house. Five of these drawings
are included in the collection.
Among the other famous artists represented are Francis Towne (1740?—1816)

and William Pars (1742—1782) who are of special interest. The former artist
is already represented in our collection but the Kestoick Lake which must have
been painted in 1786 is an excellent example. Towne, like his friend Pars,
spent much of his time in Italy. Pars went to Rome in 1772 and died there
in the prime of his life. He was not previously represented here but the Park
Gateway and Fountain gives us one of his characteristic Italian drawings.
Peter de Wint (1784—1849), David Cox (1783—1859), Samuel Prout (1783—

1852),R. P. Bonington (1801—1828) as well as many other artists are represented
to illustrate the story of the English watercolour school during the first half
of the nineteenth century. After this time the art began to degenerate.

A revival of the tradition started in the early years of the present century
with P. Wilson Steer (1860—1942) as the artist who completely recaptured the
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spirit of the great school and a true feeling for the medium. During a long
friendship with Steer Miss Lupton acquired many excellent examples
representing all periods of his work between 1901 and 1936.
Another artist who should be mentioned is Joseph Crawhall (1861—1913)

whose virile drawings are all too rare. He was best known for his watercolours
of birds and animals, and there are a number of his brush drawings. But there
are also some figure studies and humorous drawings which are in the real
tradition of Phil May and Charles Keene.
In making this survey many names of artists who are normally associated

with the English watercolour school have been omitted. This is no indication
that they are not represented. Most of the important names are included
but it is true to say that this is a collection of carefully chosen drawings rather
than an accumulation of names, and as a result the Leeds collection will
improve in quality as well as in number.

. ANWI1i
II ~1wy1 /

WINDjAMMERS AT ANGHOR PHILIP WILSON STEER (1860—1942)
Walercolour 9sL" X 12"

AGNES LUPTON BEOUEST
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LIBER STUDIORUM (frontispiece) Drawn, etched and the centre engraved by J.M. W. TURNER
Alezzotint (ftrst state) engraved by I.C. EASLtvG

AGNES LUPTON BE9UEST



TURNER'S LIBER STUDIORUM

Not the least remarkable of the treasures contained in the Agnes Lupton
Bequest is the collection of prints forming Turner's Liber Studiorum, together
with the three ingenious cabinets designed by Norman Lupton in which they
are preserved and where they can be so conveniently studied. For this is
primarily a study collection, built up over a number of years according to a
plan by two discriminating collectors of a series of prints which of all others
is perhaps the best fitted to exercise the powers of observation and taste of
the connoisseur, while to the student of artistic method, it reveals Turner at
work carrying his idea from stage to stage of development, very often from the
first rough sketch to the finished pen and sepia drawing and then from the
etching through the various proofs and states of the mezzotint. Some of these
rough sketches lie scattered in Turner's note books and a few of them have
been reproduced in A. J. Finberg's book on Turner's sketches and drawings
(1910). The pen and sepia drawings formed part of the Turner Bequest and
are now in the British Museum. They are all reproduced in the same author'
large volume on the series I The History of Turner's Liber Studiorum with a new
catalogue raisonne'924), which is now looked upon as the standard work on the
subject in preference to the earlier book by Rawlinson. Beside each catalogue
entry, together with the drawing, are reproductions of the etching and mezzo-
tint. A copy of this indispensable volume, annotated with reference to their
collection by Agnes and Norman Lupton, was presented with the collection of
prints, together with a typewritten statement setting forth the collectors'ims.

As Eric Taylor explains in his article in this issue on engraving methods,
mezzotinting is an intaglio process but one in which the engraver works from
black to white, the middle tones being obtained by partially scraping away the
burr and the high-lights by polishing with a burnisher. The mezzotinting was
in most cases carried out by one or other of the nine engravers whose names
are inscribed on the banner of the frontispiece, reproduced here from the fine
"First State" impression in the Lupton Bequest. At the end of the list Turner
has inscribed his own name and a few of the plates were not only etched but
mezzotinted by himself. Usually, however, Turner only carried the plate as
far as the etching stage, the plate being then handed over to the mezzotint
engraver together with the pen and sepia drawing which served as a guide.
In the etching the composition was reduced to linear terms, corresponding
more or less with the pen lines of the drawing. All but five of the plates were
etched by Turner himself after the etching ground had been laid by the
engraver and the lines of his drawing traced upon it. A few of the plates show
a combination ofmezzotint and aquatint and it was at one time supposed that
Turner intended the series to be carried out by the latter process but this
conclusion has been shown to be erroneous. In those plates where it occurs
the aquatinting has been chiefly confined to the skies. From first to last,
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GEORGIAN SILVER
Wine Taster, 2-'" Cuj, 3e'" Cream jug, 3s'"
Beer 3ug, 94" Dish Ring, 3>" Chocolate Pot, 9s"
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Turner exercised a controlling influence which led the engravers to surpass
their usual standards of achievement.
According to Mrs. Clara Wheeler, it was her father, W. F.Wells, the water-

colour painter and drawing master who, by "constantly urging Turner to
undertake a work on the plan of the Liber Veritatis" finally persuaded the
artist to start his series of engravings. This occurred while Turner (then aged
thirty-one) was staying with the Wells family at Knockholt in October 1806.
In the same letter Mrs. Wheeler records that her father "arranged the subjects,
Pastoral, Architectural, etc., etc., as they now stand, and before he left us the
first five subjects which form the first number were completed and arranged
for publication greatly to my dear Father's delight."
Mrs. Wheeler's mention of the Liber Veritatis requires some qualification

for there cannot be said to be any very close correspondence between Claude's
drawings which, as Finberg points out, were never intended to bc engraved
and were made for use in the verification and identification of his paintings,
and Turner's series of engravings. In the eighteenth century Claude's drawings
were engraved by Richard Earlom, but it is hardly likely that Turner was
inspired to emulate the mediocre works which this engraver produced. The
Liber Studiorum was conceived throughout in terms of the final process, and
as has already been mentioned, the success of the series was primarily due to
Turner's constant supervision and vigilance.
The publication of part I, containing the first five plates, probably occurred

on the 11th June 1807. The mezzotinting had been carried out by Charles
Turner who had studied with Turner at the Academy schools and had
engraved his picture called 7he Shipwreck in 1805, which, according to Finberg,
marked a turning point in Turner's relations with his engravers. For the next
three parts, the first two ofwhich appeared in 1808 and the last on 29th March,
1809, the business of publication was taken over by Charles Turner. Part V,
with J.M. W. Turner again as publisher, was not issued until the 1st January
1811, and parts VI and VII followed in June of the same year. The next
three parts followed in 1812, the third (part X) including the frontispiece plate
in addition to the other five plates. These ten parts completed the first volume
of the series, and it is evident from the advertisement which Turner issued in
1816 that he envisaged another volume also comprising ten parts or fifty plates,
but only four more parts were published making seventy-one published plates
in all, the last two parts (XII and XIV) being issued in January 1819. Although
no further plates were published Turner did not abandon the work for a few
years more, and there is evidence to show that in February 1823 at least eight
or nine additional plates were almost completed.

W.W.
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HEAD OF A TEMPLE FIGURE OF GOODWILL
Chinese, cast iron, height 12"

AGNES LUPTON BEQUEST

PARROT WITH ORMOLU MOUNT
Chinese, K'ang H'si period, height 14"



SILVER AND OBJETS D'ARTS

In addition to the watercolours and prints, the Agnes Lupton bequest
included forty-five pieces of English domestic silver, as well as a number of
pieces of pottery and porcelain (chiefly Chinese of the K'ang H'si and Ch'ien
Lung periods, although the earlier dynasties are also represented), some
Oriental and European textiles, including two samplers by Agnes Lupton
herself, and a miscellaneous selection of ojbets d'arts comprising two English
carved and gilt mirrors of mid-eighteenth century date, the cast iron head of
a Chinese Temple Figure of Goodwill (reproduced opposite) and two putti
carved in pine by an unknown craftsman working in England about 1740
(one of these is reproduced on the cover).
Some of the most notable pieces of the Georgian silver are reproduced

opposite page thirteen. The earliest of these is the chocolate pot by Gabriel
Sleath made in London and bearing the year mark for 1713. The bequest also
contains two coffee pots of later date by the same maker. In general appear-
ance these are similar to the chocolate pot which can be distinguished as such
by the small hinged cover in the lid through which the molionet (or stick) was
inserted to stir up the contents (see Charles Oman, English Domestic Silver,
3rd ed., 1949, p. 167).
The two-handled cup with fluted bowl and rope banding also bears the

London marks and was made by Thomas Ley in 1717. It belongs to a small
variety of two-handled cups, often referred to as caudle or posset cups, which
became frequent in the early eighteenth century in preference to the tall loving
cup. It is very similar to a slightly larger example in the Victoria and Albert
Museum dated 1705.
Wine tasters are known to have been used by vintners in the middle ages.

In the later seventeenth century a bowl with a sloping side and a domed
bottom was used for this purpose. The rare specimen reproduced here was
made in London in 1720, perhaps by James Goodwin. The milk or cream jug
is slightly later in date (London, 1726, by John Carman). In later examples
the body assumed a helmet shape and was raised on three feet, and two
examples of this type were also included in the Lupton bequest. The beer jug
was made in London in 1744 by Henry Brind. Dish rings, to protect the table
from hot dishes, came into use during the last few years of the seventeenth or
the first of the eighteenth century. They ceased to be made in England during
the latter part of the century, but were made in large numbers in Ireland.
The specimen reproduced is of Irish manufacture.
The Chinese parrot with turquoise blue glaze mounted in a three light

ormolu candelabrum of Louis XV date forms one of a pair. A late eighteenth
century Chinese plate with the Judgment of Paris comically painted on the
well reveals the reverse process, a western theme incorporated within a far
eastern setting. W.W.
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Engraving Methods

IN RELATION TO HISTORY AND CONTEMPORARY WORK

Emc TAYLOR R.E.,A.R.C.A.

The recent exhibition in the City Art Gallery of prints by members of the
Iowa print group (organized by the Arts Council) has created much interest,
and I am sure, more awareness of the developments in this century of engraving
generally. The developments are well illustrated by this exhibition but I
would not say that they are the best examples one has seen, or the forerunner
of an entirely new movement, for much has already been achieved in Europe,
and mostly in France, during these first fifty years of the century.
One must in fact see these American prints in relation to the whole history

of engraving to see them in their right perspective, not to be taken up entirely
by the techniques displayed. Some understanding of these techniques is
necessary and I trust that a brief explanation of the various methods mainly in
relation to history and recent developments, and not purely technical, will
serve some purpose.
Technically, of course, each method used in engraving requires much

explanation, and I must content myself in this short space by chiefly referring
to them as either a line or a tone medium so that the beauty of either may be
appreciated for their individual qualities in relation to the work of art created
by their use. It seems necessary to understand a medium in relation to its
purpose before being able to put it in its right place, and to see it as a means
to an end, and not as is so often the case, a technical achievement, full of
cleverness and trickery but empty of all else.
An engraved line, created with the sharpened graver, cutting into the

polished metal plate will require preciseness of vision and accuracy in drawing
that some artists possess to a marked degree and some do not. Durer, the first
great engraver, possessed these qualities in abundance. He painted and he
drew in that way, and it was natural that he should use the severe clarity of
the engraver to express the clarity of his vision. His hand turned naturally to
the medium that suited his outlook towards art and if we have this relation-
ship of method and outlook in mind in considering all subsequent engravers
we are more likely to appreciate the many and varied uses of the numerous
forms of engraving. Plates like his St. jerome or Melancholy both executed in
1514 show clearly his incredible command of drawing and engraving. Here
we see a true medium being used to create tonal effects, but every detail of
drawing being explained precisely in the way that Durer thought. The
medium in perfect harmony with his genius.
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The engraved work of William Blake (1757—1827) shows this same quality
of precise vision expressed perfectly with the graver, and it is interesting to see
how Eric Gill in this century used engraving as a pure line medium even on
wood, dispensing with all tone in his preciseness of drawing. Gill's sculptured
work is clearly that of an artist who would find engraving most suitable for
his clarity of design.
The etching needle, unlike the graver, has only to pierce a thin wax covering

on the polished plate, the depth of line afterwards controlled by the length of
time that the plate is put in acid. The wax ground offers very little, if any,
resistance and the etched line is as free as it possibly can be, attracting the
artist to whom freedom of drawing is essential.
No other name but Rembrandt can be mentioned here and he must be

considered as the greatest etcher of all time, for when he began his first plates
about 1628 very little of note had been produced and no better work has been
achieved since. His work as a painter contains the qualities that produce
absolute freedom of drawing and his superb etchings bear witness to this, but
he developed these etchings as a tone medium to such an extent that one feels
that it was overdone and more like painting than the true use of a line medium.
This is easily overlooked when you consider the works of art and the incredible
richness of tone that he obtained, but in a plate such as 7he Blindness of Tobit
one sees the linear quality of etching with all its expressiveness, and there
are many who feel that this type of work was his finest.
Drypoint, which is really a form of engraving, though much freer and not

requiring the use of acid as in etching, produces rich tone and an uncertain
line. The furrowing of the metal plate with a sharp point causes a "burr"
each side of the line with a consequent tone, and all its qualities were well
exploited by Rembrandt, who combined it also with etching.
Rembrandt was an artist who one feels would have exploited all the present

day methods of engraving had he lived to-day, but Durer would surely rigidly
retain his engraving, and we would have the same variety of approach as seen
in the American exhibition, with pure engraving on the one hand and a
combination of many methods on the other.
A form of engraving very much in use by contemporary artists is aquatint,

which dates from the eighteenth century and was first used in England to any
purpose by Paul Sandby from 1775 onwards. It is a tone method and is
prepared chiefly by laying a resin dust ground on the metal plate of a solution
of resin in spirits of wine. There are, however, many other ways of producing
a grained surface, and its varied possibilities are exploited considerably by
present day engravers. Sandpaper pulled through the press over the plate is
often used, and the method of aquatint, offering greater freedom in drawing,
is evident in the American prints and in a great deal of contemporary work.
This latter method makes it possible for a free brush stroke made on the resin
ground to be bitten in with acid and reproduced in the print, whereas in the
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ARTS CA

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

APRIL 23 to
JUNE 24

JULY 12 to
AUGUST 9

POTTERY OF THOMAS TOFT
This exhibition, organized in co-operation with Mr. Ronald
Cooper, is the first to survey the pottery of Thomas Toft and
his contemporaries on such a comprehensive scale. Works have
been lent by the British Museum, the Victoria and Albert Museum,
the National Museum ofWales, and many other public and private
collections. An illustrated catalogue has been prepared which
includes all the known works by Thomas Toft. The exhibition will
subsequently be shown in the City Art Gallery, Birmingham.

RAVENNA MOSAICS
The first provincial showing of an exhibition sponsored by the Arts
Council of replicas of Byzantine mosaics in various churches in
Ravenna made under the supervision of Professor Giuseppe Bovini
by the Bottega el Mosaica of Ravenna. The largest of these
replicas, 18$ feet long, is from the famous mosaic in St. Vitale
showing the Empress Theodora and her Court.

PICTURES FROM THE DULWICH COLLECTION
By the addition of thirty-two pictures, Leeds has become the
temporary home of a collection of Continental and British master-
pieces unrivalled in England outside London. Three galleries have
now been devoted to the exhibition of these pictures as well as
the staircase hall.

Picture of the Month temporarily suspended.

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 to 6-15

APRIL 5
extended to
MAY 25 ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR

An annual exhibition held in the picture gallery rooms at Temple
Newsam House which this year includes watercolours, prints,
silverware, textiles and pottery from the Agnes Lupton Bequest.

JUNE 13 to
JULY 20

LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
MEMBERS'XHIBITION

Works of art in the possession of subscribers to the Leeds Art
Collections Fund.
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LEND AR

SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Keighley, Art Gallery

Paintings and Drawings of Local Interest
Doncaster in Past Times
Sixty Paintings for 1951

Tone and Texture (Arts Council Exhibition)
Royal Society of Portrait Painters

Bernard Meninsky Memorial Exhibition
The Wertheim Collection

Sporting Pictures from Wentworth Woodhouse
59th Annual Spring Exhibition

Medieval Illuminated MSS.
Portrait Etchings and Engravings
Royal Society of Painter-Etchers
West Riding Schools Collection

Contemporary Paintings —Arts Council
Yorkshire Photo. Union

Strickland Constable Watercolours
Watercolours from the Iolo Williams Co!lection

William Gear
Bradford Photographic Society
Chinese Pottery and Porcelain

MAY
May 4

to May 4
to May 17
to May 24
to May 24

May 3 to May 24
May 3 to June 1
April 19 to May 31
May to June 8
May 1 to June 30
May 10 to June 5
May 10 to June 7
May 10 to May 31
May 10 to May 31
May 24 to June 7
May 24 to June 29
May 24 to June 23
May 31 to June 21
May 31 to June 14

to June 22

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall

Scarborough, Art Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
York, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery

Society of Portrait Painters
History of Lithography (V.& A.)

Balkan Embroideries
Fabric Collages by Margaret Kaye

New English Art Club
Huddersfield School of Art

The Twenty Club
Vint Collection of Drawings by

Augustus John and Wyndham Lewis
Pastel Society Exhibition

Brighouse Children's Theatre—Designs
Civil Service Exhibition of Arts and Crafts

Ethel Walker Memorial Exhibition
Pictures from Yorkshire Galleries

British Miniatures

JUNE
June

June 1 to July 23
June 6 to July 4
June 6 to July 4
June 7 to June 28
June 10 to June 28
June 14 to July 13

June 21 to July 13
June 21 to July 19
June 21 to July 19
June 27 to July 13
June 28 to July 19
June 28 to July 26
June 28 to Sept. 14

Rotherham, Art Gallery
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Brighouse, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Photographic Exhibition
Patrick Heron
Chinese Art

Roman Britain
Roger Fry Exhibition

Experiment in Embroidery Design
Frank S. Smythe —Photographs
Three Famous Impressionists

JULY
July

July 19 to Aug. 10

Dates to be fixed

July 26 to Aug. 17
July 12 to Aug. 2
July 26 to Aug. 23
July 29 to Aug. 30
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normal way a drawn shape must be surrounded by stopping out varnish and
much direct freedom is lost. I am afraid that this method requires a somewhat
lengthy explanation and it is not possible here.
No better use has been made of aquatint than by the Spanish painter,

Francisco Goya (1746—1828) who used it superbly in conjunction with etching,
and again one sees by a study of his painting that the artist selected the
engraving medium that became natural to his art. Always one finds the work
of art producing the true use of a medium as can be seen in Goya's Desastres
de la Guerra. The linear qualities in the drawing produced by the etched line
and supplemented by the simple tone of the aquatint. Later artists have
attempted all sorts of technical acrobatics with aquatint but never to equal
the art of Goya, for immediately the medium is overdone as obvious technique
the work decreases in value as art.
Aquatint developed rapidly after its introduction in England alongside the

development of watercolour drawing. The plate was often printed in a black
or grey ink, and colours added by hand, which resulted in an effect very much
like the stained india ink drawings of the period. Much of the work done was
merely as a method of reproducing this type of drawing and then in the early
part of the nineteenth century aquatint had a tremendous vogue as a means
of book illustration, only to die a natural death with the use for this purpose
of more and more wood engraving.
To-day, aquatint has come back into its true use with great artists seeing it

as a direct and creative medium, and much of the mixed methods of engraving
in contemporary work contains a good proportion of this tone method.
In mezzotint we have another tone medium, invented by Ludwig von

Siegen of Utrecht who first practised it in 1642, and brought to England in
1654 by Prince Rupert. It is the reverse of other methods of engraving (i.e.
line engraving, etching, drypoint and aquatint) in that the work proceeds from
dark to light, with a roughened surface of the plate that prints a rich velvety
black being scraped and burnished to gradually produce lighter tones.
The plate is roughened evenly all over by means of a tool like a broad chisel

with a curved edge containing from fifty to a hundred teeth to each inch.
Every roll of the tool makes this large number of indentations in the plate,
which raises a burr, and to completely ground a plate is a very lengthy process,
taking about a day to cover a square foot. The lengthy process coupled with
its final effect of photographic tone has not favoured its use to-day, and in fact
very little work of artistic merit has been produced with it. The work of
Turner, who trained a school of engravers to work from his drawings under
his supervision to produce the series of mezzotints issued between 1807 and
1819 with the title of the Liber Studiorum is the most notable. Mezzotint has
been used for very little else but reproductive work and therefore has never
produced anything creative of note, but I see no reason why it should not be
utilized for its extreme richness of tone in a contemporary manner. I have
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experimented with it and am sure that it only requires the artist to use it as
it fits his need in art instead of treating it as a laborious reproductive method.
This I feel applies to all these methods of engraving and artists now are

seeing them with a freshness akin to new discovery, but whereas one artist
with freshness will use a medium in a true way, there are many who see only
the original techniques and attempt to imitate them without the clarity of
vision.
Whilst the American exhibition has created more awareness of recent

developments I have felt that too much amazement has been expressed about
the techniques employed, and much harm can be done to art appreciation by
this outlook. One article in an art review even expressed astonishment that
engraving could be a creative medium and hailed the work as an entirely new
direction.
I can do nothing but point to history, including this century, for examples

of supremely creative work that keep equally spontaneous technical achieve-
ments in proper perspective.
Great engravings can surely only be created by great artists who are not

necessarily specialists, but whose knowledge of art commands the medium.
I am concerned here primarily with intaglio processes and can only mention

the great part that the relief process of wood engraving has played in the
general development of recent engraving. Developments in book production
with mechanical processes of reproduction have created great changes of
outlook and it can be said that these have ultimately caused more good than
harm to engraving as an art. The incredible skill that the engraver reached
in the nineteenth century in reproducing work and competing with photo-
graphic methods has served to show us the folly of such effort in spite of its
technical beauty, bringing us back once more to the correct and creative use
of the medium.
France has led the field in a very great revival commissioning their best

artists to produce engravings for book illustration, and it is these men who
have created works of real artistic merit, and the obvious inspiration for the
freedom of technique shown in the American prints.
I would like to recall here the fifty-nine plates done by Georges Rouault for

Ambroise Vollard. These plates published under the title of Miserere and
exhibited in the Tate Gallery in 1946 are to my mind wonderful examples of
a great artist's use of engraving, their artistic value completely overshadowing
the tremendous freedom with which the various engraving methods are used.
We are very lucky to have an example of this work at Temple Newsam, Head
of a man, which shows the vigorous use of pure aquatint. One can see in this
print the fine and coarse grounds used and the free use of the burnisher to
create the drawing of a true artist, and not that of a stereotyped technician
who would never dare leave the marks of the burnisher showing.

teontinued on Page 32
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Here called "LA DUCHESSE DE LA FERTF. WITH THE CHILDREN OF THE
DUKE OF BURGUNDY"

Canvas 66" x 60" FRENCH SCHOOL~ C. 1712

BOUGHT, CORPORATION FUND) 1950
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Pictures in the Collection

A ROYAL PORTRAIT FROM THE HOTEL DE LA FERTE

WILLIAM WELLS

In the third edition of his Voyage Pittoresque, a guide to the places of historical
and cultural interest in Paris and its surroundings first published in 1752,
Dezallier-d'Argenville devotes several pages to the Hotel de La Ferte owned
by Louis Jean Gaignat and then housing the famous Gaignat collection of
pictures and objets d'arts. "The first room," he writes, "is decorated with five
large pictures by Mignard representing the royal family from Louis XIII to
Louis XV inclusively, with the governesses of these princes. A sixth, painted
by Gobert, is the ceremony of the baptism of the king."
The Gaignat collection was dispersed at the beginning of 1769, the owner

having died in April of the previous year. The six pictures to which Dezallier-
d'Argenville refers were not however included in the sale, and from this we
may conclude that they formed part of the permanent decoration of the Hotel
de La Ferte (in the rue Richelieu), being already installed there when L. J.
Gaignat acquired the house in or before 1748, and remained there possibly
until the end of the eighteenth century when the house ceased to be recorded
in the Almanach parisien and these pictures also dispersed.
It would probably be impossible to identify them now with certainty when

from time to time they turn up in private collections, but for the fortunate
fact that during November 1768, the Hotel de La Ferte was visited by Gabriel
de Saint Aubin (1724—80) who recorded their appearance in six pencil and ink
sketches, each about the size of a postage stamp, in the margins of the preface
page of the Gaignat collection sale catalogue, adding in some cases rather
tantalizingly incomplete notes about their subjects and authorship.
This precious copy of the Catalogue raisonne des tableaux, groupes et figures de

bronpe qui composent le cabinet de feu M. Gaignat, beautifully illustrated on almost
every page with Saint Aubin's pregnant little drawings, eventually passed into
the collection of the Baron Du Teil. The preface page was reproduced in a
paper by M. Emile Dacier published in the Bulletin de la societe'e l'histoire de
l'art francais (1920) who first drew attention to the importance of the drawings
and written notes as a means of identifying a fascinating series of paintings,
which apart from the observations of Dezallier-d'Argenville, had remained
unrecorded elsewhere.
The first of these drawings, sketched at the top of the right-hand margin and

described by Saint Aubin as: "Anne de Souvre, gouvernante des enfants de
Louis XIII, montre de la main Louis XIV et Monsieur son frere, par Mignard"
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was recognized by M. Dacier as a sketch of a picture now at Versailles. The
subject is not in doubt for the painting is inscribed on a cartouche supported
by two putti in the top left-hand corner.
The second painting is also adequately noted by Saint Aubin as: "La

Marechalle de la Motte avec les enfants de Louis XIV, tout cinq morts en bas
age, et le Grand Dauphin, en habit de 1'ordre du Saint Esprit," but for the
remainder of the drawings Saint Aubin's notes are hasty and on one occasion
apparently inaccurate. The third drawing, for example, noted as: "Le duc de
Berri et le duc d'Anjou," shows three children, and it is reasonable to suppose
that the third unmentioned child is the eldest son of the Grand Dauphin, the
duc de Bourgogne. The note to the fourth drawing (on the left in the margin
below the text) "Le duc de Bretagne mort a 5 ans" also makes no mention of
the governess who is here seen seated beside a child standing on a stool in
front of an empty chair. The note to the fifth drawing: "Le duc de Bourgogne
que 1'on croit peint par Antoine Coypel" is obviously inaccurate if the drawings
are arranged in a chronological sequence and must be inadequate for the
drawing shows two children, one standing holding a lance and the other a
baby in the arms of a seated lady. The sixth drawing, which is different in
shape to all the others, being horizontal rather than vertical, and presumably
corresponding with the sixth picture described by Dezallier-d'Argenville as
representing "la ceremonie du bapteme du roi" painted by Gobert, is inscribed:
"Louis XV peint par Gobert." Finally Saint Aubin has added the most
cryptic note of all: "Les 5 tableaux anciens et le dernier par Gobert."
M. Dacier related this series of pictures to a passage in Saint Simon's

Memoires. Stimulated by the death of la marechale de la Motte Houdancourt
on the 6th January 1709 at the age of eighty-five, Saint Simon was led to
expatiate on the singular history of this lady and her family. He explains that
she was the grand-daughter of Anne de Souvre, later marquise de Lansac, the
governess of Louis XIV, and that she became mother of the duchesse de
Ventadour, her successor as governess on her death, who had as successor in
the same post la princesse de Soubisse, her (Ventadour's) grand-daughter-in-
law, and, finally la duchesse de Tallart, her grand-daughter. "Ainsi le
marechale de Souvre (gouverneur le Louis XIII),Mme de Lansac, la marechale
de la Motte, la duchesse de Ventadour et les deux belles-soeurs, petites filles de
celle-ci, font cinq generations de gouverneurs et de gouvernantes des enfants
de France, dont trois rois et plusieurs Dauphins."
The theme of the paintings is thus made perfectly clear but the question as

to who commissioned them and how they came to be in the Hotel de La Ferte
still remained to be answered, and here again Saint Simon came to M. Dacier's
aid. It has already been noted that the last painting has been described as
the baptism of Louis XV. According to Saint Simon an unusual and as it were
supplementary baptism ceremony was ordered by Louis XIV on the 6th March
1712, when the two surviving children of the duc de Bourgogne, the duc de
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ished. After a few years husband Page from the Gaignat sale catalogue
and Wife CeaSed tO liVe tOgether with sketches and notes by GABRIEI. DE ST. AUBIN
and it is thought that the duke tulusde du Louvre (Ex-Colt baron du Yeil)

installed his wife in the Hotel REPRQDUGED FRQM THE BULLETIN DE LA socIETE

de La Ferte. At least M. Dacier DE L HISTOIRE DE L ART FRANCAIS (1920)

was able to prove from a contemporary record that in 1705 (two years after
the death of her husband) the duchesse de La Ferte was living in a house in
the rue Richelieu, one door removed from the new wing of the Palais Royal.
The conclusion to be drawn is that the duchesse de La Ferte installed the
pictures to commemorate the long association of her family with the post of
governess to the children of the kings of France, but the authorship of the

re no en ire ypictures, about which Dezallier-d'Argenville and Saint Aubin are not entirel
in agreement, is left uncertain. Equally uncertain is the date when they were
painted. As commemorative pictures they need not have been painted from
life, the artist (or artists) relying on memory or on other portraits as a guide
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to the appearance of the persons represented. In support of this argument
M. Dacier referred to the picture in the Wallace Collection showing Louis XIV
seated among his heirs, the Grand Dauphin, the Duke of Burgundy and the
infant Duke of Brittany, who is portrayed in girl's dress and leading strings
held by a lady, at first identified as the marechale de la Motte and later as the
duchesse de Ventadour, who it may be supposed commissioned the picture.
In the background there are busts of Henri IV and Louis XIII. In this
instance it is probable that only the governess and perhaps the little boy were
available to the artist (probably Largilliere) as sitters and they alone are
represented at an age completely compatible with the date of the picture.
When M. Dacier published his paper in 1920, he only knew of the existence

of one of the Hotel de La Ferte pictures, the first in the series showing the
marquise de Lansac with the children of Louis XIII in the Versailles museum,
but with the sale of the Burdett Coutts collection two years later the fourth
in the series (described by Saint Aubin as the "Duc de Bretagne mort a 5 ans")
came to light and was reproduced in the Burlington Magazine (vol. 41, 1922)
in an article by W. G. Constable primarily concerned with the picture in the
Wallace Collection and more particularly with the identity of the lady and
the little boy. The author, who at this time was unaware of M. Dacier's
researches and of the connection of the Burdett Coutts picture with the Hotel
de La Ferte series, came to the conclusion that the lady in both pictures
represented la marechale de la Motte and effectively disposed of the notion
then current in so far as the Wallace Collection picture was concerned that
she represented Madame de Maintenon. As already noted M. Dacier had also
at first thought that the lady in the Wallace Collection picture was la marechale
de la Motte, but later when the Burdett Coutts picture was made known to
him he was able to produce convincing evidence that it was the daughter,
la duchesse de Ventadour, governess in succession to her mother at the age of
fifty-eight, who was portrayed in both pictures, his conclusions being sum-
marized by W. G. Constable in a subsequent article in the Burlington
Magazine (vol. 42, 1923). At the same time M. Dacier was able to point to
the survival of the second picture in the series showing the marechale de la
Motte with the Grand Dauphin and the five other legitimate children of
Louis XIV which had been sold on the 26th November 1917 as the work of
Le Brun and acquired by the comte de la Motte-Montgoubert.
The picture opposite the first page of this article is reproduced for the

second time in this publication owing to the new light which can now be shed
upon it. Acquired in 1950 at the Cliffe Castle sale, it formerly belonged to the
Earl of Lonsdale from whose collection it was sold at Christie's in 1887 to a
Mr. Morgan. At the time of its acquisition it was known as "The Duchess of
of Burgundy and Children" by Pierre Mignard, an attribution which was
clearly at variance with the age of the supposed sitter who was ten years old
when Mignard died in 1695. This was made clear in the pamphlet which was
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issued when the painting was
exhibited as the picture of the
month in August 1950. In the
same pamphlet I drew atten-
tion to the resemblance which
this picture bore to the one
formerly in the Burdett Coutts
collection, which I had seen
reproduced in the article in the
Burlington MagaZine. Unfortun-
ately I failed at that time to
follow up the clues contained
in the second of W. G. Con-
stable's articles. IfM. Dacier's
paper had been available, I
should have been saved much
vain conjecture and fruitless
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correspondence.
While the picture was being

exhibited it was pointed out
that the lady could hardly rep-
resent the Duchess of Burgundy
for she bore no resemblance to
the portraits of that lady by San The Duchesse de Ventadour with the Duc de Bretagne
terre and Gobert, an opinion French School, c. 1709

Es-Coll. BURDETT CGUTTs, Canvas 64" x 60"
REPRODUCED FROM THE BURLINGTON MAGAZINEwhose sympathetic interest Vol. 41, 1922. p. 126

is gratefully acknowledged,
emphatically endorsed. At the same time the fact that the two children wore
the order of the Saint Esprit was a decisive indication of their royal origin.
Their apparent ages, moreover, were in keeping with the actual ages of the
Duke of Brittany (born 1707) and the Duke of Anjou (born 1710) in 1711/12.
The lady on the other hand not only bore no resemblance to the Duchess of
Burgundy but no particular indication of royal rank. If she was unlike the
Duchess of Burgundy, however, she seemed even more unlike the duchesse de
Ventadour, whose appearance I knew from the Burdett Coutts and Wallace
collection pictures, a fact which had perhaps discouraged me from pursuing
that line of inquiry, although it is now evident to me that there is a certain
"family likeness," particularly in the hair style. When, however, I did finally
refer to M. Dacier's paper containing the reproduction of the preface page of
the sale catalogue which Saint Aubin had embellished and illustrated, it
became immediately apparent that our picture had once formed the fifth
painting in the Hotel de La Ferte series and was thus the fourth to be re-
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discovered. With only the sketch as guidance M. Dacier had logically, but
wrongly surely in so far as the lady was concerned, deduced that the painting
represented the duchesse de Ventadour with the two children of the Duke and
Duchess of Burgundy. The picture clearly proves this assumption to be
incorrect, but I am only able to offer a tentative suggestion as to who she
might in fact be. The most obvious substitute is the duchesse de La Ferte,
her sister, who as already stated figures in the next and last picture showing
the baptism ceremony, became the godmother of the little boy in the lady'
arms, the future Louis XV, and probably was responsible for the installation
and possibly the commissioning of all the pictures. The fact that she was not
governess but a godmother would explain her elegant attire which would
hardly be in keeping with the sterner duties of gouvernante. The principal
objection to this identification is the apparent age of the lady, for the duchesse
de La Ferte appears to have been only a few years younger than the duchesse
de Ventadour. Even if, as W. G. Constable hints when discussing the Wallace
Collection picture, the capacity for flattery of a painter at the court of
Louis XIV was unbounded, to be asked to believe that this lady is in her
fifties puts a severe strain on one's credulity. But like the Wallace Collection
picture this also is a commemorative picture, in all probability painted some
years after the association it commemorates and distance in time may well

have lent enchantment to the face. The Duke of Brittany died at the age of
five in March 1712, and the picture was very probably painted after his death.
M. Mauricheau Beaupre was inclined to doubt the identity of this boy (le
petit Dauphin) on account of the fact that the lady holds not a real crown but
only a crown of flowers above his head. If his identity is accepted, and
assuming that the picture was painted after his death, the crown of flowers
takes on the quality of a wreath held over the head of the little boy, who, in
spite of his fancy dress, by making way for his brother, played the part of a
St. John, rather than that of an antique hero.
The question of attribution must also remain in abeyance. Saint Aubin

tentatively ascribed the picture to Antoine Coypel while Dezallier-d'Argen-
ville lumped it with the rest of the first five pictures as the work of Mignard,
an attribution which evidently persisted until recent times. The fact remains
that none of these works is given to any of the three artists mentioned in
connection with these pictures (Mignard, Coypel, and Gobert) in inventories
of their works. In so far as our picture is concerned the attribution to Mignard
is absurd for reasons of chronology, but it is also insupportable for reasons of
style as a comparison with Mignard's composite portrait of the marquise de
Seignelay as Thetis dated 1691 in the National Gallery shows. This appears
to be the source, however, from which the painter of this portrait, whoever he
was, partly derived his composition. I have not seen the Burdett Coutts
picture but it seems possible that it is by the same hand while the architectural
setting seems to show a different view of the same stone-flagged hall. It is also
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remarkable that these two pic-—
tures are very closely related in
size. With the exception of the
Baptism it may be presumed
that all the remaining pictures

1in the first room of the Hotel
de La Ferte were identical in
size, since they formed part of a
single decorative scheme and
Saint Aubin's sketches support
this notion. The dimensions
of the picture at Versailles
(98~~ in. x 78 in.) while seeming
to conform more or less with
those indicated by Saint Aubin
are quite difl'erent from the two
pictures which have come to
light in this country and it is
probable that these pictures
have been cut down to approx-
imately the same size in both
height and breadth. As for the
Burdett Coutts collection pic-
ture, an examination of the
canvas of the picture now in
Leeds has not yielded evidence
either for or against this, but TheMarquisedeSeignelayas Thetis Pierre Mignard l1612—95)
artistically the group seems to Canvas 76st" x 61"
demand a larger setting. M. BY COURTESY OF THE TRUSTEES, NATIONAL GALLERY

Dacier was of the opinion that
the inscribed cartouche supported by putti in the upper portion of the Versailles
picture was a feature common to all the vertical paintings. The similarity in
size of the Burdett Coutts and the Leeds pictures in their present, presumably
curtailed, condition, suggests that on leaving the Hotel de La Ferte they passed
into the hands of the same collector.
It must have flattered the duchesse de La Ferte's vanity to think that in her

status of godmother to the King, however accidentally acquired, the family
had achieved the pinnacle of its fortunes. The last picture commemorating
the baptism ceremony in which she had participated with her sister, must have
been the largest picture in the series and was doubtless displayed in a central
and dominating position. If our portrait also portrays the duchesse de La
Ferte it is perhaps significant that the series should have culminated in two
pictures in one of which at least, she is so prominently displayed.
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PORTRAIT OF A LADY AS FIDELITY
BY COURTESY OF MR. PETER STEAD> HUDDERSFIELD

"LA FIDELTA"
wooDOUT FRCM RIPA's IconologIa



ALLEGORY AND SYMBOLISM

Mignard's portrait of the marquise de Seignelay (her husband was Minister
of Marine) as Thetis (goddess of the sea) belongs to a kind of portraiture that
Edgar Wind has called "composite." The allegorizing tendency seen in this
portrait was so prevalent in court circles at this period that the duchesse de
La Ferte (if it be she), whose first name was Marie, could hardly have failed
to be conscious, however discreetly, of the Christian associations contained in
our group portrait in which she is seated holding her godson while the elder
boy stands beside them in the traditional way. Like the elder of the boys in
Mignard's portrait he is probably portrayed as Achilles (son of Thetis) who
like St.John, chose to gain glory and die young rather than to live ingloriously.
In the Burdett Coutts picture he is shown raised towards the chair left vacant
by the death of the first son whose title had passed to him.
Some weeks ago Mr. Peter Stead of Huddersfield temporarily deposited in

the City Art Gallery a portrait of a lady in the hope that we might be able to
determine the name of the artist (at that time called absurdly enough Greuze)
and that of the sitter. A label on the back shows that the picture formerly
belonged to Sir George Whichcote, Bart., of Aswarby Park.
A lady in somewhat scanty attire is seated holding a ring between the thumb

and index finger of her right hand. A key is displayed on the table in front of
her and she also holds a little dog. In style the portrait is reminiscent of
J. B. Santerre (1658—1717) who as is well known ran an academy of painting
for young ladies and often used his pupils as models in his paintings, portraying
them under various symbolical titles "La Peinture," "La Geometric," "La
Curiosite," etc. (see article by Mare Sandoz in the Bulletin Mensuel of the
Societe des Amis des Musees de Poitiers, No. 3, Nov. 1951).
It was plain that Mr. Stead's portrait belonged to this category of work and

in order to determine the exact symbolical guise under which the lady was
represented, a photograph was sent to the Warburg Institute where Dr.
Ettlinger has been kind enough to send me a photograph of a woodcut
illustrating the passage in Cesare Ripa's Ieonologia which appears under the
heading "La Fedelta," and is clearly the source from which the painter
derived his symbolism. "Fidelity" is there conceived as a lady dressed in white
holding a key, indicative of secrecy, followed by a dog, or alternatively as a
lady dressed in white holding a ring or seal.
Ripa's Ieonologia, first published in Rome in 1593, was frequently reprinted,

culminating in the monumental edition in five volumes published in Perugia
between 1764 and 1767. It was much used by artists as a dictionary of symbols
when personifying abstract ideas, and notably by Bernini's pupils for the
figures of "True Religion" and "Vigilance" in St. Peter', Rome. W.W.

(My thanks are due to M Gaston Briere, Gonseruateur honoraire des mus/es nationausc, for sending me a
reproduction of the page in the Gaignat sale catalogue and to professor Blunt for drauoing my attention to the portrait
by Mignard;)
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ENGRAVING METHODS (continued from page 21]
The magnificent series of illustrations done in France by Pablo Picasso for

Buffon's Histoire Xaturelle (194.2) with strongly etched lines coupled with
aquatint are fine examples of really wonderful draughtsmanship by any
standards, and this superb drawing is also seen to the full in his earlier etchings.
7he Acrobats (1905), also at Temple Newsam, shows clearly this great drawing
ability in the use of colour aquatint. It also shows how very much the
Americans have gained from Picasso.
In England publishers have not been so enlightened and comparatively few

of our best artists have produced engravings, with the result that the bulk of
the extensive output is done by the more specialized craftsman. Augustus
John and Walter Sickert are among the great names and their output in
etching has been prolific, whilst the great engraving traditions of Bewick,
Blake, Palmer, Rowlandson and many others are kept alive.
The general trend amongst artists now is for more freedom in the mixing of

line and tone methods, with much greater use of aquatint in its various ways
and its colour possibilities. There is really nothing being done that has not
been done before, and all it means is that we are coming back once more to
the true use of a tone medium and a line medium in contemporary ways,
marrying the work of artists and good drawing to the craft of engraving.
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FORTH COMI N G
EXH IB IT ION S

COAST OF THE INLAND SEA by Vie(or Passmore

Victor Pasmore Christopher Wood
Contemporary Ceramics

JUNE
Osbert Lancaster Richard Eurich

Ethel Walker

JULY—AUGUST
SUMMER EXHIBITION
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JOHN PIPER—New Pictures
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The MICHAEL SADLER Collection
The HUGH WALPOLE Collection
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